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by Josephus, novels containing one or two historical names
like Chariton's Chaireas and Calllrrhoe (in which the heroine is
a daughter of the Syracusan general Hermocrates) had
established in Hellenistic literature a firm tradition of more
or less historical romance. The writer of Digenes was well
in the line of this tradition. Of the Alexander Romance he
has many clear reminiscences. The figure of the Lonely
Sage with the privilege of outspokenness in the King's
presence was authorized by Barlaam and by Apollonius and
also by any number of Byzantine saints. For descriptive
passages he borrowed freely and verbally from the pure
novels of adventure, from Heliodorus and Achilles Tatius,
The idea of the double descent of Alexander and other great
men is a commonplace of Greco-Oriental romance. Kyria-
kides has shown that Byzantine historians emphasized the
double descent of Leo V (813—20)—of whom the very word
digenes is used—and of Basil I (867—86). Our poet may
have had local chronicles of places like Edessa and Samosata.
He may have had some folk-chronicles in verse like those
produced in Crete after the insurrection of 1770. He would
have found in Mesopotamia a reservoir of legend drawn
from all the countries of the Near East and rediffused in all
the languages that there overlapped. He clearly had access
to both literary and popular sources and he had, further, the
intellectual grasp to blend both in the popular medium of
the fifteen-syllable 'political' verse.
Although the poet lacked emotional depth, he had enough
originality to give his romance a purpose—its theme good
S
vernment and the guarantee of peace by a union of
iristian and Arab. The first three books are entirely con-
cerned with the hero's father, the Emir Monsour: he, as son
of Chrysocheir-Chrysocherpes the Paulician Christian who
married Omar's daughter, was himself a digenes^ the son of a
mixed marriage uniting two creeds and two races. Thus the
poem is a duplication of the same story, two complementary
versions, the first about the father and the second about the
son, both father and son being heroes who were neither pure
Christian nor pure Arab, but the best of both. In Digenes
Akritas we have a double story of double descent, a romance
reflecting old alliances between Syrian Arabs and Paulician

